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Periodic Table of 
Building Materials 
Brands

Periodic Table of Building Material Brands lists 

about 100 brand names of different building 

material.

Why should you know these brands?

Usually we do not come across many of these 

brands until we renovate home. This is a quick 

introduction to common brands you should be 

aware of.
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Pidilite is maker of Fevicol, 

Fevikwik, M-Seal. 

Glue/Adhesive required in your 

project is Fevicol. Also makes 

Dr. Fixit, water proofing 

chemicals.

F

Araldite is old & reputed 

brand. Makes adhesives. 

Remember two-part epoxy 

adhesive that once mixed 

becomes strongest bonding 

material.

Ad

Dulux Paints is one of the old 

& reputed brands for Paints.Dp
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Asian Paints is India’s biggest 
Paint manufacturer. Paints for 

Interior , Exterior. They also 

make several chemicals for Wall 

treatments.

Ap

Nerolac is Paint manufacturer. 

Paints for Interior & Exterior. 

Reliable & good products.
Nr

Asahi Glass is one of the 

prominent Glass 

manufacturers. The glass 

used inside your windows 

could be manufactured by 

Asahi.

As
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Borosil Glass is glass 

manufacturer. Clear or glass with 

some color used in your windows 

is manufactured by Borosil.

Bg

Saint Gobain owns Gyproc 

(gypsum false ceiling company) 

& it also manufactures Glass. It 

is multinational company. 

Reputed & high quality products.

Sg

Modiguard is Glass 

manufacturer. Reputed brand 

and good quality products.

Mg
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HNG Glass is one of the 

popular brand that 

manufactures Glass.

Hn

Hettich is for Hardware fittings 

what Mercedes is for cars. 

Originally from Germany. If you 

are making modular kitchen or 

wardrobes, Hettich fittings are 

your best option.

Hafele is Furniture Fittings 

hardware company. Popular for 

Kitchen fittings. If you are making 

modular kitchen or wardrobes, 

Hafele offers variety of high quality 

hardware fittings.

Hf

Ht
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Ebco Hardware makes sliding 

drawer hardware, hinges, wardrobe 

Fittings. Affordable & high quality.

Eb

Sleek is perhaps only Modular 

Kitchen brand to make name in 

India. It was pioneer and should 

get credit for teaching Indians 

about Modular Kitchen.

S

Kutchina is chimney & hobs 

brand. Very good products 

and quality service.

Kc
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Faber is well known for 

Chimneys & Gas Cooking 

Appliances. It also makes Built-

in Hobs, Hobs Cooktop Hybrid 

& Freestanding Cooktops.

Fb

Kaff kitchen is most reputed & 

reliable brand when it comes to 

Kitchen Chimneys. Also check 

out Built-in Hobs, Ovens, Cook 

Tops by Kaff.

Dupont is multinational 

company, first one to make 

Corian (solid surface). Infact 

Solid surface is commonly 

called Corian which is brand 

of Dupont.

C

Kf
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Tristone is brand name of good 

quality Solid Surface (Corian).Tr

Hi-Macs is Solid Surface brand 

of company LG. LG that you 

know which makes electrical 

appliances also makes solid 

surface with name Hi-Mac. 

Quality product.

Hi

Marhall is popular brand of 

wall coverings. Very big range 

and quality wall coverings. 

Oldest Indian wallpaper 

brand.

Ma
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Elemento is popular Wall 

Covering company. Elemento 

wallpapers & furnishing 

products are high quality

Ew

Jindal Aluminum is brand name of 

India’s most trustworthy 
manufacturer of Aluminum sliding 

windows sections (frames). No 

other brand in Aluminum Sliding 

window Sections are as known as 

Jindal.

Kurl-On is India’s most 
popular Mattress company. 

High Quality product.

Ko

Ja
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Dorma makes door hardware. It 

is one of the reputed & cutting-

edge when it comes to door 

hardware technology.

Dr

Jaquar is biggest bathroom fitting 

brand. Jaquar can be given 

complete credit for educating & 

popularizing bathroom fittings to 

Indians. Wide Range of products & 

pricing.

Ja

Cera is popular brand for 

Bathroom fittings and 

bathroom sanitary ware. They 

also manufacture Tiles good 

for bathrooms.

Cr
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Hindware is biggest brand when it 

comes to bathroom Sanitary-ware. 

Very wide range of design & 

pricing. They also make good 

faucets, taps & showerheads. They 

also make Gas stoves & chimneys.

H

Toto is reputed brand that 

makes bathroom sanitary ware 

and fittings. it is luxury & 

designer brand.

Duravit is originally from 

Germany. Reputed brand 

manufacturing Designer 

Bathroom Sanitaryware.

Dv

To
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Parryware is well known 

Bathroom Sanitary ware 

products brand.

Pw

Kohler is International Bathroom 

fittings and sanitary ware brand. 

It is very reputed and makes 

quality products.

Kl

Roca makes luxury Bathroom 

Sanitary ware products. 

Designer products. High 

quality & Trustworthy brand.

Rc
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GROHE is Luxury brand for 

bathrooms & kitchens fittings. It 

makes taps, showers, shower 

heads & kitchen mixer taps.

Gh

Sintex Tanks are India’s most 
popular water tank brand. 

Quality product at a reasonable 

cost.

Aquel is Bath Fittings company. 

They make Water Fixtures & 

Bathroom Fittings. Flush, 

Kitchen faucets, Shower heads, 

taps & more.

Aq

Sx
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PERK BATH ACCESSORIES is 

popular bathroom accessories 

company. All bathroom accessories 

like Towel ring, Rack, tumbler Holder, 

soap dish, robe hook, towel rail, 

liquid soap dispenser and many 

others are made by them.

Pb

Viking brand is popular for bath and 

kitchen fittings. Bathroom 

Accessories, Bottle trap , P and S 

Traps and its Pipes, Counter Soap 

Dish, Plumbing & Accessories, Grab 

Bar, Hand Shower, Jet Sets, Mirror 

and many more accessories.

Vb

Birla is manufacture of White 

Cement. White cement is 

must for grouting. Birla Putty 

is also popularly used 

products inside Home Interior.

Bw
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KAJARIA is biggest Tiles brand 

in county. Widest range of tiles 

design & pricing. Highly reliable 

& trustworthy brand. Buy it 

without any hesitation.

K

JOHNSON Tiles is one of the 

oldest Tile manufacturers in 

India. It is known for high 

quality products.

NITCO Tiles are very old name 

in Tiles market. Limited range of 

design. But good quality 

products.

Nc

Jt
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SOMANY Tiles are well known 

name. Good quality products at 

best price.

St

RAK Ceramics is reputed Tile 

brand. It has a class. High 

quality product. Not as big range 

as few others, but it has high 

quality rich products.

R

ASIAN GRANITO makes 

Vitrified & ceramic Tiles. 

Some of it’s popular products 
include Wall Tiles, Floor Tiles, 

Granites, Composite Marbles 

& Quartz.

Ag
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SIMPOLO is Tiles Manufacturer. 

Vitirfied Tiles are of good quality. 

If you like some design in 

Simpolo tiles go for it without 

hesitation.

Sp

VARMORA makes tiles. Good 

quality Floor Tiles & Wall Tiles. V

CLASSIC MARBLE is popular 

Marble company. They sell Indian & 

Imported marbles. They sell varieties 

of natural stones & composite 

marbles. Onyx, Travertine, Granite, 

Composite marble & Quartz. 

Kalingastone is their Quartz series.

Ki
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RK Marble is biggest brand names 

when it comes to Natural marbles. 

Marble being natural product, there 

is not much scope of branding. 

However RK Marble has leading 

name in Marbles.

Rk

ACC Cement is one of the 

leading Cement manufacturers.Ac

AMBUJA Cement is one of 

the India’s biggest Cement 
manufacturer.

Ab
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ULTRATECH Cement is one of 

the big giant cement 

manufacturer.

Uc

NIRALI stainless steel sinks 

are most commonly used 

Kitchen sinks in India. Value for 

money products. High quality.

GYPROC brand is Gypsum false 

ceiling brand. it is owned by 

company named Saint Gobain. It 

gets full credit for educating & 

popularising concept of False ceiling 

in India.

Gy

N
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Ashirvad Pipes are CPVC pipe 

manufacturers. CPVC pipes are 

using for all conceal Plumbing 

inside your house.

At

Ashirvad Pipes are CPVC pipe 

manufacturers. CPVC pipes are 

using for all conceal Plumbing 

inside your house.

As

Prince Piping is one of the 

popular cPVC pipe 

manufacturer. All your 

concealed pipeline is CPVC 

pipes. Prince is good brand. 

Quality products.

Pp
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ANCHOR ROMA Switches are 

one of the most popular 

Modular Switches brand.

Ar

PHILIPS LED lights are best in 

market. They could be few 100 

rupees more then competitors but 

best in quality.

HAVELLS is more popular in 

Northern states of India. It is 

one of the biggest & reputed 

brand in Electrical items –
wires, switches, lights, geysers, 

fans.

Hv

Ph
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Polycab wires are high quality 

electrical wire makers. Trustworthy 

and good quality products.

Pc

Finolex wires are most popular 

Electrical wire brands. Good quality & 

reputed brand when it comes to 

wires.

Fx

RR Kabel is well know Electrical 

Wire manufacturer. When it comes 

to Electrical wiring you dont want 

to take chance. Stick to 

trustworthy names. RR Kabel is 

one of them.

Rr
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SYSKA LED makes LED lights. 

Good products good service.Sy

BAJAJ Electricals makes ceiling 

Fans & Exhaust Fans for homes.

CROMPTON Greaves makes ceiling 

fans. It is one of the oldest & 

respected brands when it comes to 

fans.

Cg

Bj
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WIPRO offers Modular switches 

& LED lights. High quality 

products.

Wp

LEGRAND makes modular 

switches. It is very reputed in 

commercial space. Very high 

quality products but not very 

popular amongst home Owners.

Lg

GOLD MEDAL Modular 

Switches is reputed brand. 

Products are high quality and 

designer series in switches.

Gm
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USHA is well known name 

when it comes to ceiling fans. 

Exhaust fans are also good 

quality. Good quality cooktops.

Us

ORIENT is very old a& reputed 

name in Ceiling fans.

DAIKIN is manufacturer of Air 

Conditions. It is very reputed 

brand. Makes quality high 

performing ACs.

Dk

Or
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oGeneral Air Conditioners are 

best. If you are ok to spend little 

extra & get best AC, go for 

oGeneral.

Og

SAMSUNG makes Electrical 

appliance. Air Conditioners, TV, 

Fridge are most popular items 

inside Home. Samsung also 

makes Solid Surface ( Corian )

Ss

BLUESTAR Air Conditions 

are very high quality. Costlier 

compared to other companies 

but Preferred very usage is 

heavy.

Bs
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KIT Ply is one of the old Plywood 

brand. At one point of time it was 

so popular that it became synonym 

to good quality plywood. It doesn't 

hold market leadership as it use to 

be in past.

Kp

CENTURY Ply is biggest 

Plywood brand of India. It 

makes plywood's, boards, 

Laminates, Veneer etc.

GREEN Ply is reputed plywood 

brand. It also makes laminates, 

Veneer, boards & doors.

Gp

Cp
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INTERWOOD is high quality 

Plywood brand owned by Vidhata 

Industries. Value for money plywood. 

Innovative high quality products.

Iw

ALOHA Ply is Plywood brand owned 

by Contractorbhai.com. Aloha Ply is 

value for money plywood. ALOHA 

PLY is exclusively sold to home 

owners (End Customers) and 

enables them to reap the benefit of 

pricing.

A

ROYAL Touche is one of pioneer 

in making Laminates luxury. It is 

highly reputed brand and has very 

big designer laminates collection. 

Trustworthy & High quality 

laminates. If you value quality over 

price Royal Touche is way to go.

Rt
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MERINO is one of the top Laminate 

manufacturer of India. High quality & 

trustworthy products. Laminates are 

very competitive space, but if you 

want quality Meriono is one of the 

name.

Ml

DURIAN is Popular brand for high 

quality home & office furniture. Well 

known for sofas, beds, tables, office 

chairs & desks

GODREJ INTERIO is reputed & 

trusted brand for home & office 

furniture.

Gi

Du
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NATURAL VENEERS is perhaps 

only well known Veneer brand in 

India. Many have tried to create 

brand in veneer. But Natural Veneer 

is biggest name when it comes 

Veneer industry. High quality.

Nv

RUBIO MONOCOAT is a hard wax 

oil produced in European market, 

with natural components with zero 

VUC (volatile organic components). 

Rubio monocoat protects & colors 

wood in single coat unlike other 

polishes.

Rm
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SHERA Ply sounds like Indian brand 

but it is true multinational product. It 

has presence in more then 100 

countries. Makes amazing innovative 

products. It makes Fibre boards that 

can be used as alternative to wood 

for interior & exterior use.

Sp

FENESTA uPVC windows is most 

popualr uPVC windows brand in 

India. If you are not planning to use 

Aluminum slidings & instead 

planning for uPVC, you should 

check out Fenesta.

NILKAMAL Plastics is well known 

brand when it comes to Chairs. 

Plastic Chairs have come a long 

way. Very matured product. Sturdy & 

good looking.

Nk

Fn
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3D Design Service provided by 

Contractorbhai.com is 

affordable Interior Design 

Service. Get Fresh Looking, 

Modern Home Interior.

3D
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Contractorbhai Pvt Ltd is an Interior 

Design Company.

Get Fresh more Modern Looking Home 

& Space Planning Without Hiring an 

Expensive Interior Designer.

Last Year alone, 
Contractorbhai’s design 
service helped over 1000 
Home Owners finish their 
Projects.

Click Here for 

3D DESIGN SERVICE
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Thank You
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